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Eve of Retirement – SNG, Maribor
[seen 21/10/16]
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▼ 2016 (156)
► November (1)
▼ October (24)
Eve of Retirement – SNG,
Maribor
Metamorphoses 3º: Retorika –
SNG, Maribor
Three Sisters – Salon
Uporabnih Umetnosti
Peer Gynt – SNG, Maribor
Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf
– SNG, Maribor
Ubu Roi – SNT, Maribor

Thomas Bernhard’s Eve of Retirement is a FANTASTIC play. It is
toxic and abrasive in ways that I can’t remember any other play
that I’ve ever seen being. And it has more to be abrasive about
than most. Written in 197 9, it is a kind of vicious outpouring of
hate about and from Austria’s unadmitted, uninterrogated,
unprocessed Nazi past.
It opens with Clara and Vera sitting in their living room. Clara is
talking, Vera is sitting in her wheelchair and is described by Clara
as deaf and mute. Vera appears to both hear Clara and answer her.
It is unclear whether this is really happening, or whether the play
is – well – a play. (There is later the apparent option that Vera is
“playing a part” – but again, it is ambiguous whether this means
actually, or, now *really* deaf and mute in-the-world-of-the-play
symbolically in their lives) They are discussing Rudolf Höller
(Borut Veselko). It rapidly becomes clear that Höller is an
unrepentant former concentration camp commandant who
tonight celebrates Himmler’s birthday, an exercise that includes
his wearing his full SS uniform.
As with Kroetz’s 197 1 play, Wunschkonzert, at the other end of the
Festival, there is a certain extent to which the play now feels, in
part, like a historical document. It must have felt like dynamite in
197 9 when there genuinely were such people, perhaps even sitting
next to you in the theatre watching its première.
What is fascinating, depressing, and disturbing, is that in this
revival – even with its stylised seventies haircut wigs and
wallpaper – it still resonates loud and hard against the growing,
ever more loud resurgence of far-right parties across Europe. You
sit here, in the middle of Maribor, in the middle of Slovenia, just
nestling next to the Austrian border, and you know (even as an
Englishman) that there’s no distance that you can put between
yourself and these crimes. And the play knows it too. The entire
thing, really, is calling out precisely the atmosphere of
contemporary post-Brexit Britain, every bit as much as it’s calling
out Austria or Germany. I disagree with the theory that historical
costumes and/or different countries “let you off the hook”.
Indeed, if anything, without wishing to go all Godwin’s Law, if you
can appreciate a comparison between where your country is at

This is Not a Love Story –
Lutkovno Gledališče, Ma...
Ondine – SNG, Maribor
Staging a play: The Glass
Menagerie – SNG,
Maribor...
Bella Figura – SNG, Maribor
Hunger – SNG, Maribor
An Event in the Town of Goga
– SNG, Maribor
The Oath – SNG, Maribor
Učene ženske po motivih
Molièrovih Učenih žensk–
S...
Wunschkonzert – Lutkovno
Gledališče, Maribor
“The Death of the West”
Postcards from Vilnius – the
politics
Postcards from Vilnius – the
papers
Postcards from Vilnius: the
pieces – II
Postcards from Vilnius: the
pieces – I
Schatten (Eurydike, sagt) –
Schaubühne, Berlin
Cleansed – Arts Printing
House, Vilnius
Nathan The Wise – Deutsches
Theater, Berlin
Wściekłość – Teatr
Powszechny, Warsaw
► September (8)
► August (26)
► July (14)
► June (19)
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now and ex-Nazis in Austria, then it’s the exact reverse of feeling
“let off the hook”. This is the most urgent and contemporary play
I’ve seen all year.

► May (20)
► April (6)
► March (15)

It also helps that Mateja Koležnikz’s production is a kind of
perfection. On one hand, a sort of Robert-Wilson-esque barrage of
tics and stylised twitching, and at the same time, a clarity and
directness of real violence. [Now, I’m told that all her other
productions look and behave the same, but a) I’ve never seen one
before, b) I don’t mind a director having a style, so at the moment,
she gets full credit for what seems to me to be one of the most
astonishingly well-realised pieces in Slovenia.] Mojca Kocbek
Vimos’s design – a sawn-off room-corner somehow looming off the
small (Royal Court-like) SNG stage is also brilliant, complimented
perfectly with both Alan Hranitelj’s costumes and Bojan
Hudernik’s lighting (mostly a single massive floodlight pointed
straight at the room from the right hand side of the stalls –
brilliant).
The play doesn’t provide a moving or cathartic resolution. It more
dumps a heap of shit into your lap and makes you think about it. It
is a play that would fit beautifully – I think – into the new regime
Gate Theatre (and, Christ, this production would fit beautifully
into HOME, nudge, nudge), but, yes. Possibly I’ve ground some of
the edges and nuances off the piece in my enthusiasm, but this is
the first Bernhard piece I’ve really *got*, and I now I want
everyone to see it.
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Three Sisters – Salon
Uporabnih Umetnosti
[ seen 21/10/16 ] This. Is.
*It*. This is why I spend
a stupid amount of time
in Europe watching plays. Because,
just occasionally, y...
“The Death of the West”
[ Sirenos Festival 28/09 –
02/10 ] [ written
04/11/16 ] At the
(Re)fresh Young Critics
Conference in Vilnius, Lithuania, in
the co...

Prešeren Theatre, Kranj
Première: 26. 9. 2015, Prešeren Theatre Kranj
Running time 1 hour 45 minutes. No interval.
Original title Vor dem Ruhestand
Translator Lučka Jenčič
Director Mateja Koležnik
Dramaturgs Amelia Kraigher, Nika Leskovšek
Set designer Mojca Kocbek Vimos
Costume designer Alan Hranitelj
Choreographer Magdalena Reiter
Author of video Andrej Intihar
Language consultant Barbara Rogelj
Make-up designer Matej Pajntar
Lighting designer Bojan Hudernik
Cast
Rudolf Höller – Borut Veselko
Clara – Darja Reichman
Vera – Vesna Jevnikar

Wunschkonzert –
Lutkovno Gledališče,
Maribor
[ seen 15/10/16 ] Franz
Xaver Kroetz’s
Wunschkonzert (or Request
Programme/Show , or Glasba po
željah ) is a remarkable play.
Written...
Postcards from Vilnius –
the politics
[ Sirenos Festival 28/09 –
02/10 ] Do you know
much about what’s going
on in Europe at the moment? No
reason you should, it’s hardly ...
Wściekłość – Teatr
Powszechny, Warsaw
[ seen 24/09/16 ] Elfriede
Jelinek is a remarkable
phenomenon. Famously
housebound by agoraphobia in
Austria, she is arguably the mos...
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